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Abstract. Medical image registration is becoming more and more important in diagnosis, 

surgical planning, guiding treatment and monitoring disease progressing, it can align different 

images to get more valuable information. The programming and development of image 

registration is rather troublesome, Insight Toolkit (ITK) is a very professional tool, but it is not 

easy to use. In this paper, first we introduce the ITK architecture and registration framework in 

detail, and installation under Windows operating system and configuration using python 

language. Secondly, we introduce the main image registration algorithms of ITK through 

experiments, including Mattes Mutual Information registration, centered transforms, Multi-

Resolution registration, Deformable registration based on FEM and so on. Finally, we give the 

calculation process and experimental results. With the help of ITK framework, different 

algorithms are compared and verified, and suitable algorithms are selected for application in 

engineering, which can shorten the software development cycle and greatly reduce the 

development cost. 
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1 Introduction 

Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit, shortened as the Insight Toolkit (ITK), is an open-source 

software toolkit for performing registration and segmentation. Although it is large and complex, ITK is 

designed to be easy to use once you learn about its basic object-oriented and implementation 

methodology [1-3]. 
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ITK can be downloaded from the following website: https://www.itk.org/ITK/resources/software.html. 

On the web page, choose the tarball that better fits your system. The options are .zip and .tar.gz files. The 

first type is better suited for Microsoft-Windows, while the second one is the preferred format for UNIX 

systems. The data is available from the ITK Web site at the following: https://www.itk.org/ITK/ 

resources/links.html. Configuring and Building ITK has been solved through the use of CMake, a cross-

platform, open-source build system. CMake can be downloaded from https://cmake.org/download/. 

CMake generates native Makefiles or workspaces to be used with the corresponding development 

environment of your choice. For example, on UNIX and Cygwin systems, CMake generates Makefiles; 

under Microsoft Windows CMake generates Visual Studio workspaces. You can download binary 

versions for Microsoft Windows. Alternatively you can download the source code and build CMake on 

your system. The minimum version of CMake has been evolving along with the version of ITK. For 

example, we use the versions of the software as follow:  

(1) Windows 10 Education (x64);  

(2) cmake-3.9.6-win64-x64;  

(3) InsightToolkit-4.13.0;  

(4) Visual Studio 2017;  

(5) Python2.7.3. 

2 Installing ITK on Microsoft Windows System 

Running CMake to configure and prepare for compilation a new project initially requires two pieces of 

information: where the source code directory is located, and where the compiled code is to be produced. 

These are referred to as the source directory and the binary directory respectively. We recommend 

setting the binary directory to be different than the source directory in order to produce an out-of-source 

build. 

Installation steps as follows:  

(1) Creating ITK source directory on D disk, extracting InsightToolkit-4.13.0 to D:\ITK;  

(2) Creating the binary directory on D disk: D:\ITK\ITK413bin;  

(3) Installing Visual Studio 2015 (2017).  

(4) Running cmake-3.9.6-win64-x64, source file: D:\ITK\InsightToolkit-4.13.0, target file: D:\ITK\ 

ITK413bin, clicking Configure, adding python language option and BUILD_EXAMPLE, and then 

Generating (about 30-40 minutes).  

(5) Running itk.sln, right clicking ALL_BUILD to generate, and right clicking INSTALL to generate. 

(about 6-10 hours) 

3 ITK Registration Framework 

Image registration is the process of determining the spatial transform that maps points from one image to 

homologous points on an object in the second image (Fig. 1).  

 

Fig. 1. Image registration is the task of finding a spatial transform mapping one image into another 

Let’s begin with a simplified typical registration framework where its components and their 

interconnections are shown in Fig. 2. The basic input data to the registration process are two images: one 

is defined as the fixed image ( )f x  and the other as the moving image ( )m x , where x  represents a 

position in N -dimensional space. Registration is treated as an optimization problem with the goal of 

finding the spatial mapping that will bring the moving image into alignment with the fixed image. 
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Fig. 2. The basic components of a typical registration framework are two input images, a transform,  

a metric, an interpolator and an optimizer 

The transform component ( )T X  represents the spatial mapping of points from the fixed image space 

to points in the moving image space. The interpolator is used to evaluate moving image intensities at 

non-grid positions. The metric component ( , )S f m T⋅ provides a measure of how well the fixed image is 

matched by the transformed moving image. This measure forms a quantitative criterion to be optimized 

by the optimizer over the search space defined by the parameters of the transform [4-6]. 

Registration framework provides more flexibility to the above traditional registration concept. In this 

new framework, the registration computations can happen on a physical grid completely different than 

the fixed image domain having different sampling density.  

Various registration components are illustrated in Fig. 3. Boxes with dashed borders show data objects, 

while those with solid borders show process objects. The matching Metric class is a key component that 

controls most parts of the registration process since it handles fixed, moving and virtual images as well as 

fixed and moving transforms and interpolators [7-8]. 

 

Fig. 3. The basic components of the registration framework 

Fixed and moving transforms and interpolators are used by the metric to evaluate the intensity values 

of the fixed and moving images at each physical point of the virtual space. Those intensity values are 

then used by the metric cost function to evaluate the fitness value and derivatives, which are passed to the 

optimizer that asks the moving transform to update its parameters based on the outputs of the cost 

function. Since the moving transform is shared between metric and optimizer, the above process will be 

repeated till the convergence criteria are met [9-10]. 

4 Registering Two Images Using Registration Framework 

A registration method requires the following set of components: two input images, a transform, a metric 

and an optimizer. This example illustrates the use of the image registration framework in Insight. It 

should be read as a “Hello World” for ITK registration. Instead of means to an end, this example should 

be read as a basic introduction to the elements typically involved when solving a problem of image 

registration. In order to register the two images: BrainProtonDensitySliceBorder20.png, BrainProton 
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DensitySliceShifted13x17y.png. You can copy the two input images in the directory of D:\ITK\ 

ITK413bin\bin\Debug, execute the following command at the cmd terminal: 

D:\ITK\ITK413bin\bin\Debug>ImageRegistration1.exe BrainProtonDensitySliceBorder20.png Brain 

ProtonDensitySliceShifted13x17y.png ImageRegistration1Output.png ImageRegistration1Difference 

After.png 

Here, BrainProtonDensitySliceBorder20.png is fixed image and BrainProtonDensitySliceShifted 

13x17y.png is moving image, they are input images. ImageRegistration1Output.png, ImageRegistration1 

DifferenceAfter.png, ImageRegistration1DifferenceBefore.png are three output images. 

The second image is the result of intentionally translating the first image by (13, 17) millimeters. Both 

images have unit-spacing and are shown in Fig. 4. The registration takes 22 iterations and the resulting 

transform parameters are in the Fig. 6. 

            

Fig. 4. BrainProtonDensitySliceBorder20.png, BrainProtonDensitySliceShifted13x17y.png 

   

Fig. 5. ImageRegistration1Output.png, ImageRegistration1DifferenceAfter.png, 

ImageRegistration1DifferenceBefore.png 
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Fig. 6. The results of iteration and registration 

5 Mattes Mutual Information Registration 

Some of the most challenging cases of image registration arise when images of different modalities are 

involved. In such cases, metrics based on direct comparison of gray levels are not applicable. It has been 

extensively shown that metrics based on the evaluation of mutual information are well suited for 

overcoming the difficulties of multi-modality registration. The concept of Mutual Information is derived 

from Information Theory and its application to image registration has been proposed in different forms. 

The Insight Toolkit currently provides the implementations of Mutual Information metrics.  

BrainT1SliceBorder20.png is a T1 MRI (fixed image) and BrainProtonDensitySliceShifted13x17y.png 

is a proton density MRI (moving image) (Fig. 7). ImageRegistration4Output.png, ImageRegistration4 

CheckerboardBefore.png, ImageRegistration4CheckerboardAfter.png are output images.  

   

Fig. 7. BrainT1SliceBorder20, BrainProtonDensitySliceShifted13x17y.png 
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Fig. 8. ImageRegistration4Output.png, ImageRegistration4CheckerboardBefore.png, ImageRegistra-

tion4CheckerboardAfter.png are output images 

 

Fig. 9. Results of Mattes Mutual Information Registration (1) 
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Fig. 10. Results of mattes mutual information registration (2) 

6 Centered Transforms 

The ITK image coordinate origin is typically located in one of the image corners. This results in counter-

intuitive transform behavior when rotations and scaling are involved. Users tend to assume that rotations 

and scaling are performed around a fixed point at the center of the image.  

BrainProtonDensitySliceBorder20.png is a fixed image, BrainProtonDensitySliceR10X13Y17S12.png 

is a moving image, and the second image is the result of intentionally rotating the first image by 10 

degrees, scaling by 1/1.2 and then translating by (13, −17). Both images have unit-spacing and are shown 

in Fig.11.  

     

Fig. 11. Fixed and moving images are provided as input to the registration method using the 

Similarity2Dtransform 
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Fig. 12. Resampled moving image (left). Differences between fixed and moving images, before (center) 

and after (right) registration with the Similarity2D transform 

7 Multi-Resolution Registration 

Performing image registration using a multi-resolution approach is widely used to improve speed, 

accuracy and robustness. The basic idea is that registration is first performed at a coarse scale where the 

images have fewer pixels. The spatial mapping determined at the coarse level is then used to initialize 

registration at the next finer scale. This process is repeated until it reaches the finest possible scale. This 

coarse-to-fine strategy greatly improves the registration success rate and also increases robustness by 

eliminating local optima at coarser scales. Robustness can be improved even more by smoothing the 

images at coarse scales. 

  

Fig. 13. BrainT1SliceBorder20.png and BrainProtonDensitySliceShifted13x17y.png are the fixed and 

moving images 

     

Fig. 14. Mapped moving image (left) and composition of fixed and moving images before (center) and 

after (right) registration 
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8 Deformable Registration Based on FEM 

The finite element (FEM) library within the Insight Toolkit can be used to solve deformable image 

registration problems. 

Fig. 15 presents the results of the FEM-based deformable registration applied to two time separated 

slices of a living rat dataset. Checkerboard comparisons of the two images are shown before registration 

(left) and after registration (right). Both images were acquired from the same living rat, the first after 

inspiration of air into the lungs and the second after exhalation. Deformation occurs due to the relaxation 

of the diaphragm and the intercostal muscles, both of which exert force on the lung tissue and cause air to 

be expelled. 

  

Fig. 15. Checkerboard comparisons before and after FEM-based deformable registration 

9 Conclusions 

Medical image is different from general images, it has a special image format and processing methods, in 

order to pursue speed and real-time, people generally choose C++ programming language, ITK is an 

open source C++ library of medical image segmentation and registration. But even for a skilled 

programmer, programming in C++ to process medical images is not an easy task, so ITK provides the 

python language source code to help beginners get started faster. In addition, there are more and more 

image registration algorithms, including not only 2D images, 3D images, but also point set registration. 

These registration methods can be applied not only in medicine, but also in many other fields. The future 

work is to make more and more people familiar with and use ITK, and add more algorithms for ITK to 

make it more perfect. Reduce researchers' programming time and shorten the research and development 

cycle of medical image research. 
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